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Dwass [l] has recently shown that if, in a branching process with K elements 
in the original generation, the probability of any element giving rise to tl 
immediate descendants isp, , (n = 0, 1,2 ,... ), and if cT=, np, < 1, then, for 
K = 1, 2 ,... and n = K, K + l,..., the probability of the total number of 
elements of the process being 71 is (K/n) pclk , where 
pt’ + p$ + p:V + **- = (p, + p,s + p,? + *a*)“. 
The purpose of this note is to show that this result can also be derived from 
the following lemma of some independent interest on formal power series. 
LEMMA. If the sequences {z,,} and {p,} satisfy the formal relation 
z(s) = P(sx(s)) where 
z(s) = -f x,s* and P(s) = i p,,s” 
n=O 7I=O 
then, for k = 1, 2,... and m = 0, I,2 ,..., 
coeficient of sm in (~(2))~ = & X coeficient of sm in {P(s)}~+~. 
Proof. In the formulation of Lagrange’s reversion-of-series theorem 
given by Whittaker and Watson [2] the equation z = a + tp)(z) has a solution 
x for which 
f (4 = f(a) + iI 5 g (f’(a) Ma)>“>. 
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Taking a = 0, t = 1, v(z) = P(sz) andf(z) = zk gives that if z = P(sz) then 
co =  
n-k 
y {coefficient of wnwk in {P(w)p). 
The lemma follows on equating coefficients of sm on both sides. Note that, as 
pointed out by Henrici [3], the identity implied by Lagrange’s theorem is one 
of a purely algebraic character so that the analytical iequirements given in 
Whittaker and Watson’s formulation of the theorem have no relevance here. 
Proof of Dwass’s Result. It is well-known, (see e.g,. Feller [4]), that the 
total progeny in a branching process derived from a single element is a variate 
with generating function R(s) satisfying R(s) = sP{R(s)} which, on putting 
z(s) = R(s)/s, becomes z(s) = P(sz(s)}. 
For a branching process originating from K elements the total progeny is 
the sum of k independent variates each with generating function R(s), and so 
has generating function {R(s)}“. It follows that 
P(tota1 progeny = n 1 there are K ancestors) 
= coefficient of sn in {R(s)}~ 
= coefficient of s~-~ in {z(s))lc 
= p X coefficient of sn-k in {P(s))n. 
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